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Taking into consideration guide Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer to review is likewise needed. You
could pick the book based upon the favourite motifs that you like. It will certainly engage you to love
reviewing various other books Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer It can be also regarding the requirement
that binds you to check out guide. As this Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer, you could find it as your
reading publication, even your preferred reading book. So, locate your favourite book here and get the
connect to download and install guide soft documents.

From Booklist
Talented soccer player Emmi, 16, is enjoying her good friends and a new crush when she is diagnosed with a
possibly fatal virus that requires a heart transplant. Soon, she is pulled from school and feels increasingly
isolated as she faces an uncertain future. Abe, another teen transplant patient, offers support, and Emmi’s
friendship with him begins to complicate her other relationships. Setbacks and successes, love and tragic loss
all help Emmi develop new perspectives and appreciation for what matters, heart, body, and soul. Emmi is an
authentically drawn protagonist. Her intimate, lively, first-person narrative, which includes some realistic
swearing, details the physical and emotional effects of her heart disease on herself, her family, and friends, as
well as the difficult ethical issues that accompany a transplant, including the knowledge that her survival
depends on another’s death. Readers will find Emmi and her experiences, whether at home, in the hospital,
or at school, absorbing and impacting. An author’s endnote further discusses organ donation. Grades 9-12. --
Shelle Rosenfeld

Review
"...Emmi is an authentically drawn protagonist. Her intimate, lively, first-person narrative...details the
physical and emotional effects of her heart disease...Readers will find Emmi and her experiences absorbing."
--Booklist

"A gripping, moving, and honest story about everything that really matters in life. Shari Maurer takes a scary
experience that happens to very few young adults and makes it both universal and uplifting." --Daria
Snadowsky, author of Anatomy of a Boyfriend
"An emotional roller coaster, exploring all the different ways a heart can be broken--and repaired--as a star
athlete comes to terms with love, loss, and the startling realization that even at sixteen, no one's truly
immortal." --Barbara Caridad Ferrer, author of Adios To My Old Life, a RITA Winner & 2009 YALSA
Popular Paperback for Young Adults
"Shari Maurer handles very tricky subject matter with sensitivity and grace." --Amy Goldman Koss, author
of Side Effects, an ALA Best Books for Young Adults, a New York Public Library Recommended List for
Young Adults & a Kirkus Best Book of the Year

"Shari Maurer handles very tricky subject matter with sensitivity and grace." --Amy Goldman Koss, author
of Side Effects, an ALA Best Books for Young Adults, a New York Public Library Recommended List for
Young Adults & a Kirkus Best Book of the Year
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About the Author
Shari Maurer's life has always been full of "heart." Married to a cardiologist, she is the co-author of The
Parent's Guide to Children's Congenital Heart Defects. After graduating from Duke University and NYU, she
spent six years at the Children's Television Workshop (now Sesame Workshop) working on International
versions of Sesame Street and other kids' programs. Shari lives in New City, New York, with her husband,
Mat, and their children, Lissie, Josh, and Eric. Change of Heart is her first young adult novel.
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Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer. Just what are you doing when having downtime? Talking or
browsing? Why do not you aim to check out some publication? Why should be reviewing? Reviewing is just
one of fun and also satisfying activity to do in your downtime. By reviewing from many sources, you can
discover brand-new information as well as experience. Guides Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer to check
out will certainly be various starting from clinical books to the fiction publications. It indicates that you
could check out the publications based on the need that you intend to take. Of training course, it will be
different and you can read all e-book kinds at any time. As right here, we will show you a publication must
be checked out. This e-book Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer is the choice.

Why ought to be this book Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer to review? You will certainly never get the
knowledge and also encounter without obtaining by yourself there or attempting by on your own to do it. For
this reason, reviewing this book Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer is required. You can be fine as well as
correct adequate to obtain how essential is reading this Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer Even you always
check out by responsibility, you can sustain on your own to have reading publication routine. It will be so
valuable as well as fun then.

Yet, how is the means to get this e-book Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer Still puzzled? It does not matter.
You could enjoy reviewing this book Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer by on-line or soft documents. Just
download and install the e-book Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer in the link offered to visit. You will get
this Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer by online. After downloading, you can conserve the soft data in your
computer system or kitchen appliance. So, it will reduce you to review this publication Change Of Heart By
Shari Maurer in particular time or location. It could be unsure to take pleasure in reading this publication
Change Of Heart By Shari Maurer, due to the fact that you have bunches of job. But, with this soft
documents, you could enjoy checking out in the spare time even in the spaces of your tasks in office.
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Shortly after her sixteenth birthday, popular varsity soccer star Emmi comes down with an ordinary virus.
But when she doesn't bounce back as always, she gets the worst possible news--she's had myocarditis that's
destroyed her heart, putting her into congestive heart failure. This formerly energetic teen can now barely
walk across a room without having to stop and rest. And the prognosis is bleak: without a heart transplant,
she'll die in a matter of months. It's only her growing friendship with Abe, the funny, smart boy she meets in
the cardiac clinic that finally cheers her up. But difficult questions race through her mind while she waits:
Will she get a heart in time? Will she even survive the surgery? What if her body rejects the heart? When
tragedy strikes close to home, Emmi must rely even more on her inner strength in order to carry on.
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Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Just read this book.
By emily flick
This book was wonderfully written. It made me feel sad, angry, and happy all at once. If your looking for a
happy fluffy book don't read this. I thought that going into it. I laughed and I cried. This book was just
amazing.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Heart-breaking and uplifting
By Kate
CHANGE OF HEART, by Shari Maurer, is a story of one teenage girl fighting against a life-threatening
virus and trying to hold onto some semblance of her life. Maurer created a strong, successful high school
athlete and then stripped away everything that Emmi thought was important, giving her a critical eye of
everything around her. In the face of death, Emmi got a second chance at life.

I enjoyed this book right from the start. Emmi was a star soccer player with endless opportunities in front of
her. In addition to bright college prospects, she was starting to date a dreamy baseball boy. But everything
changed when the virus took over her body and heart. She was taken out of school and soon she was drifting



away from everything she thought was important. She was out of the loop socially and this was a constant
concern for her. While her friends tried to keep up with Emmi's problems, at that age most can't comprehend
the struggle and soon Emmi found herself a new friend who previously had a heart transplant, Abe.

Maurer created many fantastic relationships between her characters. She really captured life at that age and
the stupid problems that high schoolers face, which they think make or break a person. I found myself being
very protective of Emmi. I wanted to still see her succeed, but the people who were most important to her
made the situation more about them than her. I suppose that is typical of teens her age, unable to deal with
issues that really matter. She was a strong character to begin with so that did not change much, but her
outlook on life opened her eyes to more than her original focus previous to the illness. Maurer did not make
anything easy on Emmi, and I did find myself bleary-eyed and angry at some points because of the hardships
she had to overcome.

I liked the Sam-Emmi-Abe dynamic because I felt this was a triangle that had no right or wrong side. Sam is
what Emmi always wanted, but Abe became the friend that Emmi needed after her life was flipped upside
down. I had a difficult time (even after reading) deciding who she should be with, and I think Maurer ended
that aspect of the book perfectly.

Overall, this book had a some great messages. Live life to the fullest, do everything you can while you are
healthy and young so there are no regrets. Learn what is important in life, and fall in love (as much as you
can).

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
A Good Addiction Reviews
By flamingo1325
A refreshing and new premise for YA but a tragically real situation for some, Change of Heart throws into
question the value of life as a teenager. The natural mindset is invincibility but what happens when a teen
goes from running across a soccer field to being high on a heart transplant list less than a month later?
Though there have been other heart transplant books, this one is unique both in premise and execution.

Emmi is a well balanced character at the start, having some teenage moments but overall, motivated and
determined. Her relationship with her parents is good more often than not and her love of soccer apparent.
She is a strong athlete, a good friend, and has a bright future. But when she falls sick and the infection
infiltrates her heart, things change. Her reactions, though irritating on the surface with her fits and tantrums,
is understandable and heartbreaking. Her struggle to comprehend what is happening and her resistance to
both the prospect of death and a long rather than short recovery lend reason to her responses. Each time she
lashes out, it is clear she is lashing out at the situation more than the person. Throughout the entire book, she
grows tremendously as a result of the dire situation she has faced. While some aspects take longer than
others, Emmi comes to face things in her own time and manner. Even after her transplant, when her friends
and boyfriend don't often come, Emmi is able to understand their side of it- no matter how much it hurts her.

Sam is a loveable character to start, spending time with Emmi and distracting her from her current state.
Though driven by hormones at times, the way he cares for Emmi is clear. He also adds an intriguing element
to the story because although he does care for Emmi and fell for her after she became so ill, he is still a
teenage boy who is now having to potentially face death on account of her. Maurer does a splendid job
painting him across the pages, giving reason to his actions in the same way she does Emmi. Though it isn't
necessarily the best, the reader can understand his motivations.

Abe adds another element, a teenage boy who has already had a heart transplant. He offers something to



Emmi no one else can and is a highly likable, swoon worthy character. He's easy going and laid back, and
fully appreciative of his life. He understands Emmi's fears and pain and adds plenty of comedic relief once
he makes his first appearance. Though Emmi had been dating Sam, after her transplant and his sudden
distance, she finds herself paying more attention to Abe. The teenage love triangle aspect of this book makes
it a steady read, still keeping a young spark in a rough situation with no promise of final mortality.

As the plot progresses, it shifts between sickness and potential death and teenage love and feeling. Maurer
blends and transitions amidst them seamlessly, keeping the pacing and flow smooth. Her writing is strong
and compassionate, bringing Emmi to life. Some of the events and decisions are shocking and ones people
could at first disagree with, the situation and personal realizations Emmi has come to help drive them. This
book is a very perfect example of situational decisions, and the way her entire outlook and way of thinking
changes comes across boldly. Also notable is Emmi's struggle with the knowledge that for her to live,
someone has to die. This is a very hard concept for anyone to wrap their head around but also brings up how
important organ donors are.

With several twists and a few very emotional, intense scenes, Change of Heart is a stunning debut.
Wrenching but memorable, stunning and remarkable, this book is one that will make a reader appreciate their
own life and health as well as give the reminder no one is invincible, regardless of age. Big events can
drastically change a person and Maurer has portrayed that fantastically. Two fold with meaning, Change of
Heart also stresses the important of organ donation and making those wishes clear in advance. It is simple to
sign up to donate, many states even asking on driver's license applications/renewals. Without donors,
someone like Emmi could be left waiting- sometimes too long- and this urgency also comes across as boldly
as everything else Maurer has incorporated into this book.

See all 24 customer reviews...
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